Rates of diffusion controlled reactions in one, two and three dimensions.
The dimensionality of diffusion may markedly affect the rate and economy of diffusion controlled reactions. Moreover, the degree of dependence of the steady state rate of these reactions on the concentration of each of the two reacting species is also dictated by the dimensionality and it ranges from linear dependence in the three dimensional case to a nearly square dependence in the one dimensional case. These theoretical observations emerge from a direct analysis of the steady state diffusion controlled rates which are derived here using a simple straightforward approach. This approach is based on the conjecture that in the steady state the rate of diffusional encounters between the two reaction partners equals to the sum of the encounter rates of two independent processes which are obtained by alternately immobilizing one of the reaction partners while the other partner diffuses freely. Unlike Smoluchowski's classical approach, the presented point of view permits to obtain in a unified fashion reaction rates for all dimensionalities.